Managed
Services

Why choose JCT
Solutions?

Improve performance, reduce risks, and get more value out of
your communications and networking investment.

We’ll manage your network
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solutions available and operating at

and dramatically improve

is to your business.
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To be successful today, you need to take
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your performance.
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The challenge is that when you increase
your reliance on today’s advanced

Standardized services and

communications and networking
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capabilities, you also increase your need

Full support for leading
vendors: Avaya, Cisco,
Extreme Networks, and HP.
Fixed-fee billing:
predictable, manageable
monthly expense.

for the skilled resources and expertise
required to manage them.
That’s why you need JCT Solutions’
Managed Services.

Systems Integration and
Managed Services
As one of the leading systems integrators

leading provider in New Jersey.

Working with JCT
Solutions
From our fully staffed Network Operations
Center, JCT Solutions manages
thousands of devices in locations
across the country.
JCT Solutions is completely experienced
in supporting systems from the leading
vendors including Avaya, Cisco,
Extreme Networks, HP, and more.

in the Greater New Jersey/New York area,

Our technicians and systems engineers
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JCT Solutions works with a wide range of
businesses, government agencies, and
educational institutions to keep their
communications and networking

Services Available
System and Network
Implementation
24/7/365 Network
Monitoring and
Remediation
Unified
Communications
Monitoring and
Remediation
Video Surveillance
Monitoring and Alerts
Managed Security
Managed Backup and
Disaster Recovery
Managed Desktop
End-User Helpdesk

Why Use JCT Solutions Managed Services?
More Value for Your Business: With JCT Solutions handling the day-to-day
management and support of your communications and networks, it frees your
internal staff to focus on the high-priority projects that deliver value to your business.
The Expertise You Need: Communications technologies are constantly evolving—
we make it our business to keep up with the latest innovations.
Comprehensive Coverage: It’s a challenge for even the largest organization
to provide comprehensive support 24/7/365. Take advantage of our economies of
scale to get cost-effective support.
Stop Problems Before They Start: Through continuous monitoring and proactive
diagnostics, we resolve problems before our clients are even aware of them.
Predictable Budgeting: Rely on our fixed-fee billing for a predictable and
manageable monthly expense.

Learn More
To discover how we can provide managed services to your organization,
email sales@jctnj.com or call 800.437.9828.

Real-time communications, collaboration, and surveillance are some of the most
demanding applications your network will ever see.
Rely on JCT Solutions Managed Services to improve your performance,
reduce your risk, and help you get more value out of your communications
and networking investment.
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